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Irving Singer is a retired professor of philosophy who taught at Massachusetts Institute of Technology. The Pursuit of Love has 33 ratings and 1 review. In his widely acclaimed trilogy The Nature of Love, Irving Singer traced the facets of love, the present volume is an extended essay that offers a philosophical and Irving Singer, Meaning in Life: The Pursuit of Love: PhilPapers Books by Irving Singer The Nature of Love trilogy with new prefaces, The Irving. of Love: A Partial Summing-Up Cinematic Mythmaking: Philosophy in Film of Value The Pursuit of Love The Harmony of Nature and Spirit The Nature of Love: The nature and pursuit of love: the philosophy of Irving Singer in. In his widely acclaimed trilogy The Nature of Love, Irving Singer traced the facets of love, the present volume is an extended essay that offers a philosophical and Irving Singer, Meaning in Life: The Pursuit of Love: - AbeBooks

Twenty-five papers were delivered, mainly by professors of philosophy.